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Kids have found an old but "new to them" way to get high legally and it is VERY dangerous. 
This poisonous plant naturally contains atropine among other things. It is a form of jimson weed 
called Datura, commonly known in the valley as "Moon Flower" because the flowers open at 
night. The pretty flower commonly found along ditch/irrigation banks is quite abundant because 
it kills other weeds and does not obstruct the flow of water. Once the flowers have bloomed and 
fallen off a prickly pod is produced with hundreds of seeds inside. The kids are eating the seeds 
to get high. The problem is it attacks the nervous system and produces effects similar to that of 
an anticholinergic (fantasy) delirium. It causes hallucinations and euphoria, then blurred vision, 
headaches, nausea, dizziness, flushing, fever, severely large eye pupils, short term memory loss 
(sometimes permanent) bizarre inexplicable and violent behavior, and in some cases liver 
damage causing death. In the last few weeks four students from the Eagle area alone ended up in 
the emergency room with two staying in ICU for days. One young man who was only 5 feet tall 
and weighing around 100 lbs. went into a coma for three hours. It took four grown men to strap 
him down in the gurney to be transported. Last Thursday another student was found walking 
around his neighborhood talking to himself and apparently hallucinating. PD was called. They 
said he seemed fine, but when they touched him he "freaked out." It took four officers to take 
him to the ground and secure him in the ambulance. This student does not remember anything 
after 4pm that day. He was in ICU for four days and they are worried about liver damage.  

ACSO Detective Ryan Pacheco has personally located approximately 12 homes in North Ada 
County with this plant. Most homeowners have pulled it after being educated of the problem. 
Edwards Greenhouse agreed to stop selling the plant but there is still work to do. There is 
nothing illegal about possessing the plant or seeds, so the only way to curb this problem is 
through education. We will probably never get rid of it completely but we can keep some kids 
out of the hospital if the word gets out.  

Please call Detective Pacheco with questions 208-577-3734.  
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